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First Cabo

PCS'S DREW LAWLER MAKES
48-YEAR OLD “WOODY.”
“CLOSE ENCOUNTER”

O

K, I admit it. When it comes to taking your
boat down to Cabo, I’m a little late to the party.
Many of our readers have made the trek a dozen or
so times and some even more. One of our readers, the
late Bill Von Henkel, reportedly made the trip from
Newport to Cabo 126 times (Bill, rest in peace; you
deserve it after all those midnight watches).
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Run

By Drew Lawler

THE CABO PASSAGE ON A
GREAT FISHING ASIDE, THEIR
MAY SURPRISE YOU.
THE BOYS ON THE BRIDGE
glass a tailer just off the beach
outside of Puerto Los Cabos Marina.

Photos By Geoff Moore
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S

o it was with eager anticipation
that we left Newport Harbor this
past Nov. 17 at 5 p.m. onboard Huck
Fin, our vintage 56-foot Huckins
sportfisher. Onboard with me were
Geoff Moore, my son Ryan and two of
his buddies, Chris Smith and Austin
Yule. It seemed like it took half a day
just to load all the groceries. The last
item to load were two homemade

ture. Despite it being my first trip, I
decided against taking a professional
delivery skipper. The five of us had
ample sea time and collectively have
made hundreds of trips to Catalina
and San Clemente Islands and run
offshore numerous times down to the
1010 and beyond. Besides, half the
fun is getting there!
Our fuel burn on Huck Fin with its

meat and potato pies that my wife
Linda had baked for the crew, which
were inhaled by the time we cleared
the jetty.
So we were finally going to do it. I,
the voyage? She was, after all, a wood
boat pushing 50. But then again I was
55, and it wasn’t like either of us was
getting any younger. Cast off all lines!

CAT 3208s is 5.3 gallons per hour at
eight knots. That seemed like a decent
speed-to-fuel-burn ratio so the plan
was to take on fuel at Ensenada, Turtle
Bay and if needed, at Mag Bay. The
total trip is about 825 miles as follows:
Newport to Ensenada: 125 nm
Ensenada to Turtle Bay: 280 nm
Turtle Bay to Mag Bay: 240 nm
Mag Bay to Cabo: 180 nm
The first night out was smooth as
silk. There was hardly a ripple on the
water with a moon so bright and full
we hardly even needed to run our
Raymarine radar. We organized our
watch so that we had a helmsman
and a designated “conversationalist”
during the night hours. The helms-

SUNDAY: Why a 5 p.m. departure?

Good question. If you do the speed
calculations at 8 knots, we wanted
to be sure to arrive in Turtle Bay by 4
p.m. on Tuesday to take on fuel before
they closed. So working backward
from that, and assuming a fuel stop in
Ensenada, it dictated a 5 p.m. depar-

MOTHER LODE (left)
A paddy 10 miles north on Mag Bay was holding all the dorado and wahoo anyone could want.
PATIENCE GRASSHOPPER (center right)
Triple hook-up mahem just south of Turtle Bay.
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man would be on for one hour and
the same for the conversationalist,
whose job it was to keep the helmsman awake with conversation. At the
end of one hour, the conversationalist switched seats and became the
helmsman; the old helmsman retired
below for shut eye and woke up the
next person who would become the
new conversationalist. It is a good

,,

system that provides someone fresh
coming up to the bridge every hour
from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.

I practically
had to straightjacket the crew to
keep them from
continuing to fish.

MONDAY: We arrived at the Coral in

Ensenada around 9 a.m. to top off the
tanks and proceeded on toward Turtle
Bay. We motored south at 8 knots all
day and through the night with light

seas and variable wind.

TUESDAY: After retiring to my bunk

after the 3 to 5 a.m. watch, I awoke
around 9 a.m. with the feeling that
we were somewhere deep into Baja
and yet felt quite at home. The wind
picked up a bit as the day wore on
but since we were going downswell,
we thought nothing of it. We were

just about to arrive at Turtle Bay
around 3 p.m. when a Mexican Navy
patrol boat came screaming up the
coast. I thought we might get boarded but to my relief, it went right past
us about 200 yards to our starboard
and that was that.
Except for some low boiler rocks to
the right and lobster floats to avoid,
there is no trick to coming into
Turtle Bay and we proceeded straight
to the rickety fuel dock. I had heard
mixed stories about taking on fuel in
Turtle. Up until recently there were
two sources: a fuel barge called Annabel’s which was not operating; and
the fuel dock, known as Enrique’s.
At the dock I met Enrique, who was
happy to tell me how clean his fuel
was and show me his inline filter system. Preferring the U.S.-Soviet method of “trust but verify,” I took over

300 gallons and then proceeded to
visually check my Racors about every
hour on the hour the next day, and I
have to say there was a tiny amount
of algae-looking particles swirling
around the bulb but for the most
part, the fuel was clean as a whistle
and most importantly, no water in it.
So while I can’t speak for everyone,
my experience at the Turtle Bay fuel

WEDNESDAY: We weighed anchor at 5
a.m. while it was still dark and with a
bowman holding a spotlight to avoid
the lobster floats, idled out of Turtle.
Next stop, Mag Bay, about 240 miles
south. About 10 miles south of Turtle
there were birds working a high spot,
according to our Navionics Gold chart
amplified for Baja. We flylined some
mackerel and wham, wham, wham!

dock was a pleasant one.
After fueling up we anchored about
200 yards off the fuel pier in 30 feet of
water. It felt good to shut the engines
down and have the boat be completely still at anchor. It was so still we
might as well have been tied to the
dock back in Newport. Turtle Bay is a
fabulous, protected bay several miles
across and we decided to overnight
there. And hard to believe, but we
were already half way to Cabo! As we
sat in the cockpit fighting chairs with
a cold one and watched the golden
glow of the sunset reflect off the far
away sand dunes, I was thinking, yep,
this is as good as it gets.

Instant triple hook-up on 22-pound
yellowtail. Into the fish box they
went, and this time four more lines
pinned to mackerel went over the side
for an instant quadruple hook-up! We
now had seven big yellows onboard
inside of 20 minutes which would fill
half our freezer. Wanting to save room
for some other species, I practically
had to straight-jacket the crew to keep
them from continuing to fish.
Later that day we released a marlin
or two and other than that, enjoyed
an easy transit south the rest of that
day and night. The wind was blowing about 15 to 20 knots from the
west creating 2-3 foot wind waves on
5-foot swells but since we were going

PATIENCE REWARDED (center left)
The three amigos and their three prizes.
MARLIN PLAYGROUND (right)
The stripers on this trip were smaller sized, but not jig shy.
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downswell, we hardly even noticed. If
anything, it helped the fuel economy
by giving us a free extra knot of speed.

THURSDAY: After a rather uneventful

,

night of motoring, we decided to
try the wahoo jigs around sunrise
and got a nice sized one right away.
Late morning offered up a couple
of jig strikes on the marlin but no
solid hook-ups. Then a striper came
up into the pattern and stayed long
enough for us to drop back a mackerel and it was game on. But the real

about 40 minutes until once again I
had to call a “time out” as the boat
was plugged with fish and we would
be at full capacity for the freezer and
refrigerator. But boy, was it ever an
exciting 40 minutes! So we did the
next best thing and grabbed mask
and snorkel and went diving under
the patty. Wow….what a sight of
schooling dorado and beneath them,
wahoo as far as the eye could see. Out
of the corner of my eye I saw my son
take a shot at a wahoo with his spear
gun, which he plugged. So much for

inside Mag Bay toward Punta Belchar,
about four miles away. The plan was
to anchor there at night and then
decide if we needed to take on more
fuel the following morning from the
fuel panga that operated out of a
sleepy little town called Man-of-War
about five more miles to the north.
(Note: we decided not to get fuel at
Man-of-War but I understand that the
fuel panga there can hold 300 gallons
and is run by a father and son team
that monitors Channel 16).
The wind was coming straight on
our bow at 20 knots and the current
was on our bow as well
at about 8 knots. After
10 minutes I noticed on
our GPS that we hadn’t
moved 10 yards. We were
like a hamster in a wire
wheel going nowhere
so I picked up the rpms
and made our way to the
anchorage. Once there
the wind immediately
abated and we enjoyed a calm night
at anchor and Chris Smith’s excellent
cooking.

The wind was coming straight on our bow at 20
knots ... After 10 minutes I noticed on our GPS
that we hadn’t moved 10 yards. We were like a
hamster in a wire wheel going nowhere ... "
motherlode came around 2 p.m.
when we spotted a 20-foot kelp patty
with bird activity. This is pretty far
south to find a kelp patty so expectations were high as we approached it.
We cast three flylined mackerel at it
and were rewarded with instant hookups of 15- to 20-pound dorado. Just
as fast as we could bait a fresh one,
we were bit again. This frenzy lasted
U.S./MEXICO DETENTE (top)
Drew discussing geo-political affairs with
Enrique, owner of the Turtle Bay fuel dock,
while Huck Fin takes on fuel.

my time-out.
We arrived at Mag Bay just after dark, around 7 p.m. As we approached the entrance, Chris Smith
called from below and asked if
anyone was on the bow with a light
watching for lobster floats. I replied
“Not yet” to which he grabbed a
light, hustled up to the bow and illuminated the path ahead only to show
a lobster float passing by just three
feet off our starboard bow. Thank
you, Lord, for timing!
We decided to head north once
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FRIDAY: We awoke to a beautiful sun-

rise with spectacular pink and purple
clouds that looked like giant Easter
eggs suspended in the sky. Mag Bay is
breathtaking and it takes a moment
to get your bearings in the morning if
you arrived at night. Because the bay
is so large, you can’t see across it to
the mainland, yet you are anchored
up against a peninsula, which techni-

cally is a very long island.
As noted, we decided we didn’t
need fuel. Even though we only hold
500 gallons, we were only burning
5.3 GPH at 8 knots and so would
have 150 gallons reserve by the time
we reached Cabo, which was about
180 miles south.
Nothing much to report this day except for a striper or two on the jigs and
one on the drop back. Of course, back
home that would be an excellent day
but off Mag Bay this was slow fishing.
Morning turned into afternoon, which
turned into evening and I suddenly
found myself watching John Wayne at
the Alamo for my 10 p.m. to midnight
watch. When you’re doing two hour
watches through the night, catnaps
throughout the day are not to be missed
and certainly make the time fly. Nothing to report on that watch, but when
I came back up to the bridge at 3 a.m.
all sense of reality was turned inside out
when we suddenly encountered a UFO.
I kid you not ... check out the accompanying sidebar for the full report.

SATURDAY: Aside from our encounter with a UFO at 3 a.m., this was a
rather uneventful day. On our approach to Cabo we saw the local fleet
stopped on some marlin and indeed
got a hook-up ourselves on a drop
back. But other than that, once you
see “Land’s End” in the distance, after
being at sea for the past six days we
were all in to get ashore. We arrived
in the harbor around 2:30 and proceeded to the fuel dock. Not the first
one off to the left but the big one
straight ahead. Once there, the fuel
dock put us in touch with the local
port agent, Victor (www.caboportagent.com) who made all the arrangements for us to clear customs. He did
all the work for us and even brought
our tourist cards to us at the boat. It
could not have been easier. So after
fueling up, it was another 15 miles
to our final destination, the fabulous
Puerto Los Cabos in San Jose Del Cabo
which we made by 5 p.m.
We secured the lines, shut down
the engines and gave high fives all
around. Score one trip to Cabo. I only
have 125 more to go to tie Bill Von

Henkel’s record. But for now, I plan to
enjoy having Huck Fin at one of the
finest marinas along the West Coast,

with the famous Gordo Banks just 10
miles away. Stay tuned!

E COUPON RIDE
Although it looks like a roller coster, these are the salt mines off Ciedros.

S

Huck Fin's Close Encounter

omething really bizarre happened
to us about 90 miles north of Cabo
at 3 a.m. I was on the bridge with Geoff
Moore when we both saw a bright light
traveling fast over the horizon. “Hey
Geoff, what do you make of that?” I said.
“I’m not sure” he replied. “Maybe it’s a
fast boat.”
“Nah … it’s going too fast for a boat. It
must be a plane.”
We tracked it for another minute or
two when suddenly it turned toward
us and then stopped about
20 feet above the water and
maybe 100 feet off our bow. It
was nothing more than a bright
light. I said to Geoff, “What in
the world is that?”
“I have no idea ... maybe it’s
a firefly?”
“Are you kidding me? That’s
no firefly ... it’s at least the size
of grapefruit.”
“Yeah ... you’re right,” replied Geoff
kind of quiet-like, as he was slowly coming to the realization that we were experiencing a UFO.
The object then proceeded down our
port side keeping about 100 feet away
from us before hovering for about 10
seconds off our stern. It then came up
our starboard side before zipping away

just as fast as it had come. It never
made any noise, at least that we could
hear over the sound of our own engines,
and never gave a return on our radar.
Between Geoff and I we have more than
60 years of private boat experience and
had never before witnessed anything
like this, ever. We were both speechless
but my mind raced for an explanation.
Then it slowly dawned on me and I said
to Geoff, “I think we just had an encounter with a drug interdiction drone and the
reason it hovered
off our stern was to
take a photo of the
name of the boat.”
I told the story
to a friend of mine
when we got back
to Newport who
said that he had
heard that the U.S.
Navy and the Mexican government maintain a small landbased operation just north of Cabo that
it uses for drug interdiction duty. If this
is true, then that would substantiate that
this was indeed a drug interdiction drone
that photographs all the boats in transit
to and from Cabo. It does make sense.
It certainly makes more sense than a
firefly on steroids.
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